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*Illustration is a SS2848 Air
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Heavy Duty

With five heavy-duty models in its line-up, Hino has produced harmony between
cabin ergonomics and engineering, components and build quality.

SS 2845
HR Air

When it comes to providing a truck that drivers simply like to get into and enjoy
operating, Hino 700 delivers.
The Hino SS 700 models offer superior power and torque characteristics compared with
their predecessors. They are the most powerful heavy-duty Hino trucks ever launched
in Australia.

A winning combination. Hino 700 is the popular choice for truck
owners, drivers and fleet managers. With a growing reputation for
reliability, driveability and affordability, the 700 is winning over a
growing number of operators, large and small.

All Hino 700 models are equipped with Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR), which
provides a clean burn and reduced emissions.

SS 2845
Air

The new SS models feature airbag rear suspension, a modular ‘global’ chassis and
are distinguished by chromed grills.
All FS and SS models have a GVM of 28,300kg. FS 2844 has a GCM of 50,000kg, and
FS 2845 Air has 62,500kg GCM.
All three SS models have a GCM of 72,000kg.
Hino’s three-axle offering now covers 17 variants when Hino FM 500 and FL 500
models are included.

Engine
Hino 700 has three E13C
engine variants with
power ratings of 321,
331 & 353 kW Net
output across the five
models. FS 2844 has
the E13C UY with 321
kW & 1716 Nm of
Torque, FS & SS 2845
both have the E13C VC
with 331 kW & 2157
Nm of torque, and the
two SS 2848 models
both have the E13C
VA with 353 kW and
2157 Nm of torque.
All engines feature
Economy Mode and
Cruise Control.

FS 2845
Air

Cab Ergonomics

Suspension/Chassis

The Hino SS 2848 HR Air is the first high-roof truck released by Hino
Australia, offering double sleeping berths and more cabin storage.
Ergonomically, the 700s have 90-degree opening doors, large, deep self
cleaning steps and well-positioned grab handles.
The four-way adjustable ISRI 6500 air-suspended ‘captain’s chair’
complements the vehicle’s quality ride, and the pendulum-style clutch,
brake and accelerator pedals offers good feel and feedback.
Access to oil and fluids is achieved by lifting the front grill panel. For
engine access the cab is tilted via its electro hydraulic tilting mechanism.

FS 2844 is equipped with Hino’s Heavy Duty leaf
spring & 6 Rod rear suspension. All other 700 FS
& SS models have Hendrickson HAS 460 Air bag
rear suspension.
The ‘global’ chassis as fitted to SS models, allows
for easier fitment of bodies to the flat upper
chassis rails.
The new chassis also allows for easier docking of
the turntable and other chassis mounted equipment

EGR/Horizonal exhaust
The Hino EGR system mixes cooled exhaust gases with the air intake
to reduce combustion temperature and slow down combustion in
the cylinder via an electronically-controlled and water-cooled exhaust
gas recirculation valve, significantly reducing NOx emissions.
SS models have a horizontal exhaust system in place of a
vertical stack.
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Transmission
Both FS and SS models are fitted with 18-speed RTLO Eaton transmissions,
providing crawler and double over-drive ratios. Other key features include Hino’s
tough differentials with interaxle and rear axle cross lock.
The clutch brake is sensibly located on the gear lever so that it’s out of harm’s
way but readily accessible when needed.

With five heavy-duty models in its line-up, Hino has produced harmony between
cabin ergonomics and engineering, components and build quality.

SS 2845
HR Air

When it comes to providing a truck that drivers simply like to get into and enjoy
operating, Hino 700 delivers.
The Hino SS 700 models offer superior power and torque characteristics compared with
their predecessors. They are the most powerful heavy-duty Hino trucks ever launched
in Australia.

A winning combination. Hino 700 is the popular choice for truck
owners, drivers and fleet managers. With a growing reputation for
reliability, driveability and affordability, the 700 is winning over a
growing number of operators, large and small.

All Hino 700 models are equipped with Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR), which
provides a clean burn and reduced emissions.

SS 2845
Air

The new SS models feature airbag rear suspension, a modular ‘global’ chassis and
are distinguished by chromed grills.
All FS and SS models have a GVM of 28,300kg. FS 2844 has a GCM of 50,000kg, and
FS 2845 Air has 62,500kg GCM.
All three SS models have a GCM of 72,000kg.
Hino’s three-axle offering now covers 17 variants when Hino FM 500 and FL 500
models are included.

Engine
Hino 700 has three E13C
engine variants with
power ratings of 321,
331 & 353 kW Net
output across the five
models. FS 2844 has
the E13C UY with 321
kW & 1716 Nm of
Torque, FS & SS 2845
both have the E13C VC
with 331 kW & 2157
Nm of torque, and the
two SS 2848 models
both have the E13C
VA with 353 kW and
2157 Nm of torque.
All engines feature
Economy Mode and
Cruise Control.

FS 2845
Air

Cab Ergonomics

Suspension/Chassis

The Hino SS 2848 HR Air is the first high-roof truck released by Hino
Australia, offering double sleeping berths and more cabin storage.
Ergonomically, the 700s have 90-degree opening doors, large, deep self
cleaning steps and well-positioned grab handles.
The four-way adjustable ISRI 6500 air-suspended ‘captain’s chair’
complements the vehicle’s quality ride, and the pendulum-style clutch,
brake and accelerator pedals offers good feel and feedback.
Access to oil and fluids is achieved by lifting the front grill panel. For
engine access the cab is tilted via its electro hydraulic tilting mechanism.

FS 2844 is equipped with Hino’s Heavy Duty leaf
spring & 6 Rod rear suspension. All other 700 FS
& SS models have Hendrickson HAS 460 Air bag
rear suspension.
The ‘global’ chassis as fitted to SS models, allows
for easier fitment of bodies to the flat upper
chassis rails.
The new chassis also allows for easier docking of
the turntable and other chassis mounted equipment

EGR/Horizonal exhaust
The Hino EGR system mixes cooled exhaust gases with the air intake
to reduce combustion temperature and slow down combustion in
the cylinder via an electronically-controlled and water-cooled exhaust
gas recirculation valve, significantly reducing NOx emissions.
SS models have a horizontal exhaust system in place of a
vertical stack.
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Transmission
Both FS and SS models are fitted with 18-speed RTLO Eaton transmissions,
providing crawler and double over-drive ratios. Other key features include Hino’s
tough differentials with interaxle and rear axle cross lock.
The clutch brake is sensibly located on the gear lever so that it’s out of harm’s
way but readily accessible when needed.
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FS

GVM: 28,300kg

Model

Product Code

FS 2844 Six Rod

FSIELKD

Power

Torque

321kW@1800rpm 1716Nm@1100rpm

FS

GVM: 28,300kg

Model

Product Code

FS 2845 Air

FSIEKMG

Power

Torque

GVM: 28,300kg
Product Code

Power

Transmission

Wheelbase

Eaton 18-speed

4310mm

GCM: 62,500kg

331kW@1800rpm 2157Nm@1100rpm

SS
Model

GCM: 50,000kg

Transmission

Wheelbase

Eaton 18-speed

4575mm

GCM: 72,000kg

Torque

Transmission

Wheelbase

SS 2845 Air

SS1EKRG 450

331kW@1800rpm 2157Nm@1100rpm

Eaton 18-speed

4005mm

SS 2848 Air

SS1EKRG 480

353kW@1800rpm 2157Nm@1100rpm

Eaton 18-speed

4005mm

SS 2848 HR Air

SS1EKRG 480 HR

353kW@1800rpm 2157Nm@1100rpm

Eaton 18-speed

4005mm

GENUINE ACCESSORY OPTIONS **
Bull bar

Roof spoiler

Chrome wheel covers

Side skirts

Electric mirrors

Step cover kit

Multimedia sat nav

Stoneguard

Rear vision camera

Woodgrain dash panel

Please check with your dealer for price, availability & fitment for these options

New vehicle warranty period
Axle configuration
Model
700 Range

6x4

Standard warranty
(whichever occurs first)

Cab corrosion perforation

FS & SS

Engine Component Warranty

36 months or 500,000km

60 months or 750,000km

36 months

Battery Warranty is 12 months from Date of Delivery (Engine component warranty covers crankshaft, cylinder block, and head castings).
Genuine parts or accessories warranty – 3 years unlimited kilometres when fitted by an authorised Hino dealer *
* For conditions, refer to the Hino Parts & Service warranty brochure

Important notice. Hino Trucks are distributed in Australia by Hino Motor Sales Australia Pty Ltd A.C.N. 064 989 724.
All efforts have been made to ensure the information contained in this brochure was correct at time of printing. Hino Motor Sales Australia Pty Ltd reserves the right to alter any details
of the specifications and equipment without notice. Hino in so far as it is permitted by law to do so, shall not be liable in any way as a result of any reliance placed by any person
on anything contained in this brochure. You should therefore check with your authorised Hino dealer at the time of ordering your motor vehicle to ensure that colour, specifications,
equipment, design features and options are available for the vehicle you are ordering. Please note that some options may only be available in combination with others. Authorised Hino
dealers will on request provide up to date information on all accessories, design features, prices and availability. Power and torque measurements quoted as ISO Net.
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